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Garden VineGarden Vine
Cast bronze with a hand patina finish.Cast bronze with a hand patina finish.

Accented with freshwater pearls.Accented with freshwater pearls.

Style: 3658BZWPStyle: 3658BZWP
Circle Post EarringsCircle Post Earrings
WP: $39WP: $39Style: 3660BZWPStyle: 3660BZWP

Wire EarringsWire Earrings
WP: $30WP: $30

Gardens are both a mosaic of nature and Gardens are both a mosaic of nature and 
a labor of love. After much time, nurturing, a labor of love. After much time, nurturing, 
and loving care, leafy vines can be found and loving care, leafy vines can be found 
hugging garden beds of freshly blossomed hugging garden beds of freshly blossomed 
flowers to welcome them to their new home. flowers to welcome them to their new home. 
The petite, delicate buds that started the The petite, delicate buds that started the 
garden eventually expand and grow into garden eventually expand and grow into 

beautiful, charming garden flowers.beautiful, charming garden flowers.

Style: 9411BZWPStyle: 9411BZWP
NecklaceNecklace
16” adjustable chain16” adjustable chain
WP: $69WP: $69

Style: 9412BZWPStyle: 9412BZWP
Pendant Pendant 
16” adjustable pendant 16” adjustable pendant 
WP: $26WP: $26

Style: 3661BZWPStyle: 3661BZWP
Dainty Wire EarringsDainty Wire Earrings
WP: $27WP: $27

Style: 3659BZWPStyle: 3659BZWP
Wire Drop EarringsWire Drop Earrings
WP: $39WP: $39

Style: 9413BZWPStyle: 9413BZWP
Dainty Pendant Dainty Pendant 
16” adjustable pendant 16” adjustable pendant 
WP: $24WP: $24
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Spring CapeSpring Cape
Cast bronze with a hand patina finish.Cast bronze with a hand patina finish.

Accented with cast glass.Accented with cast glass.

Style: 9416BZStyle: 9416BZ
Pendant Pendant 
16” adjustable pendant 16” adjustable pendant 
WP: $39WP: $39

As the seasons begin to warm and nature As the seasons begin to warm and nature 
welcomes spring, bunches of hydrangea welcomes spring, bunches of hydrangea 
flowers blanket the quaint roads of Cape flowers blanket the quaint roads of Cape 
Cod. The Cape’s sandy soil provides the Cod. The Cape’s sandy soil provides the 
perfect balance for the beautiful blue and perfect balance for the beautiful blue and 
purple hues of hydrangeas that dominate the purple hues of hydrangeas that dominate the 
majestic landscape. The effortless beauty that majestic landscape. The effortless beauty that 
surrounds Michael’s spring strolls down the surrounds Michael’s spring strolls down the 
country lanes not only brings him peace and country lanes not only brings him peace and 
fills his heart with joy, but provides wonderful fills his heart with joy, but provides wonderful 

design inspiration. design inspiration. 

Style: 9414BZStyle: 9414BZ
Statement NecklaceStatement Necklace
16” adjustable chain16” adjustable chain
WP: $89WP: $89

Style: 3662BZStyle: 3662BZ
Oval Post EarringsOval Post Earrings
WP: $49WP: $49

Style: 6223BZStyle: 6223BZ
Statement BroochStatement Brooch
WP: $49WP: $49

Style: 3663BZStyle: 3663BZ
Stud Post EarringsStud Post Earrings
WP: $36WP: $36
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Style: 3665BZStyle: 3665BZ
Wire Drop EarringsWire Drop Earrings
WP: $39WP: $39

Style: 3664BZStyle: 3664BZ
Post EarringsPost Earrings
WP: $46WP: $46

Style: 9415BZStyle: 9415BZ
“Y” Pendant“Y” Pendant
16” adjustable pendant16” adjustable pendant
WP: $48WP: $48

Style: 9417BZStyle: 9417BZ
Drops PendantDrops Pendant
16” adjustable pendant16” adjustable pendant
WP: $37WP: $37

Spring CapeSpring Cape
Cast bronze with a hand patina finish.Cast bronze with a hand patina finish.

Accented with cast glass.Accented with cast glass.
As the seasons begin to warm and nature As the seasons begin to warm and nature 
welcomes spring, bunches of hydrangea welcomes spring, bunches of hydrangea 
flowers blanket the quaint roads of Cape flowers blanket the quaint roads of Cape 
Cod. The Cape’s sandy soil provides the Cod. The Cape’s sandy soil provides the 
perfect balance for the beautiful blue and perfect balance for the beautiful blue and 
purple hues of hydrangeas that dominate the purple hues of hydrangeas that dominate the 
majestic landscape. The effortless beauty that majestic landscape. The effortless beauty that 
surrounds Michael’s spring strolls down the surrounds Michael’s spring strolls down the 
country lanes not only brings him peace and country lanes not only brings him peace and 
fills his heart with joy, but provides wonderful fills his heart with joy, but provides wonderful 

design inspiration. design inspiration. 

Style: 6224BZStyle: 6224BZ
BroochBrooch
WP: $39WP: $39
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StrawberryStrawberry
Cast bronze with a hand patina finish.Cast bronze with a hand patina finish.

Accented with flame-worked glass and a 24k gold finish.Accented with flame-worked glass and a 24k gold finish.

Style: 3670BZStyle: 3670BZ
Flower Drop Wire EarringsFlower Drop Wire Earrings
WP: $48WP: $48

Style: 9423BZStyle: 9423BZ
Single Drop Flower Pendant Single Drop Flower Pendant 
16” adjustable pendant 16” adjustable pendant 
WP: $37WP: $37

Known to be the first fruit that ripens during Known to be the first fruit that ripens during 
spring, strawberries are a tell-tale sign that spring, strawberries are a tell-tale sign that 
warmer, sunny weather is on the horizon. warmer, sunny weather is on the horizon. 
This sweet fruit is the only one to feature its This sweet fruit is the only one to feature its 
seeds on the outside, and is actually part of seeds on the outside, and is actually part of 
the rose family! From a fresh fruit salad to the rose family! From a fresh fruit salad to 
delicious strawberry shortcake, strawberries are delicious strawberry shortcake, strawberries are 
rich in nutrients and are an integral ingredient rich in nutrients and are an integral ingredient 

in many delectable recipes.in many delectable recipes.

Style: 9425BZStyle: 9425BZ
NecklaceNecklace
16” adjustable chain16” adjustable chain
WP: $79WP: $79

Style: 3668BZStyle: 3668BZ
Dainty Wire EarringsDainty Wire Earrings
WP: $36WP: $36

Style: 6226BZStyle: 6226BZ
BroochBrooch
WP: $38WP: $38



Style: 6227BZStyle: 6227BZ
Statement BroochStatement Brooch
WP: $59WP: $59

Style: 3669BZStyle: 3669BZ
Post EarringsPost Earrings
WP: $44WP: $44

Style: 9424BZStyle: 9424BZ
Double Drop PendantDouble Drop Pendant
16” adjustable chain16” adjustable chain
WP: $45WP: $45

Style: 9422BZStyle: 9422BZ
Dainty PendantDainty Pendant
16” adjustable pendant16” adjustable pendant
WP: $27WP: $27

StrawberryStrawberry
Cast bronze with a hand patina finish.Cast bronze with a hand patina finish.

Accented with flame-worked glass and a 24k gold finish.Accented with flame-worked glass and a 24k gold finish.
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Known to be the first fruit that ripens during Known to be the first fruit that ripens during 
spring, strawberries are a tell-tale sign that spring, strawberries are a tell-tale sign that 
warmer, sunny weather is on the horizon. warmer, sunny weather is on the horizon. 
This sweet fruit is the only one to feature its This sweet fruit is the only one to feature its 
seeds on the outside, and is actually part of seeds on the outside, and is actually part of 
the rose family! From a fresh fruit salad to the rose family! From a fresh fruit salad to 
delicious strawberry shortcake, strawberries are delicious strawberry shortcake, strawberries are 
rich in nutrients and are an integral ingredient rich in nutrients and are an integral ingredient 

in many delectable recipes.in many delectable recipes.

Style: 9421BZStyle: 9421BZ
Large PendantLarge Pendant
20” adjustable pendant20” adjustable pendant
WP: $36WP: $36
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WheatWheat
Cast bronze with a hand patina finish.Cast bronze with a hand patina finish.

Style: 6225BZStyle: 6225BZ
BroochBrooch
WP: $32WP: $32

Style: 9418BZStyle: 9418BZ
Statement NecklaceStatement Necklace
17” adjustable necklace17” adjustable necklace
WP: $85WP: $85

Style: 3667BZStyle: 3667BZ
Wire EarringsWire Earrings
WP: $27WP: $27

Style: 3666BZStyle: 3666BZ
Post EarringsPost Earrings
WP: $24WP: $24

Domesticated over 10,000 years ago, this Domesticated over 10,000 years ago, this 
ancient grain is the source of an abundance ancient grain is the source of an abundance 
of delicious foods. There are six classes of of delicious foods. There are six classes of 
wheat, each having a preferred growing wheat, each having a preferred growing 
season of either winter or spring. The spring season of either winter or spring. The spring 
varieties of wheat are typically harvested varieties of wheat are typically harvested 
during late summer. This versatile grain is during late summer. This versatile grain is 
a key base ingredient for many beloved a key base ingredient for many beloved 
baked and cooked goods, such as bread, baked and cooked goods, such as bread, 

pasta, and pastries.pasta, and pastries.

Style: 9419BZStyle: 9419BZ
Necklace Necklace 
16” adjustable chain 16” adjustable chain 
WP: $65WP: $65

Style: 9420BZStyle: 9420BZ
Pendant Pendant 
16” adjustable pendant 16” adjustable pendant 
WP: $25WP: $25
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Wild VioletWild Violet
 ÎŤū�éŞļĳƕö�ƆĕūĒ�Î�ĒÎĳð�śÎūĕĳÎ�ƞĳĕŤĒǂ ÎŤū�éŞļĳƕö�ƆĕūĒ�Î�ĒÎĳð�śÎūĕĳÎ�ƞĳĕŤĒǂ

�êêöĳūöð�ƆĕūĒ�êÎŤū�ČīÎŤŤ�Îĳð�Î�ƧƩĨ�Čļīð�ƞĳĕŤĒǂ�êêöĳūöð�ƆĕūĒ�êÎŤū�ČīÎŤŤ�Îĳð�Î�ƧƩĨ�Čļīð�ƞĳĕŤĒǂ

Style: 3655BZStyle: 3655BZ
Oval Post EarringsOval Post Earrings
WP: $34WP: $34

Style: 9409BZStyle: 9409BZ
Double Flower Pendant Double Flower Pendant 
16” adjustable pendant 16” adjustable pendant 
WP: $31WP: $31

�ĒöŤö� éöÎŰūĕċŰīƽ� ðöīĕêÎūö� ƟļƆöŞŤ� ÎśśöÎŞ� ūļ��ĒöŤö� éöÎŰūĕċŰīƽ� ðöīĕêÎūö� ƟļƆöŞŤ� ÎśśöÎŞ� ūļ�
pop up in the most unexpected places during pop up in the most unexpected places during 
early spring, gifting us with the hope of warmer early spring, gifting us with the hope of warmer 
days to come. Native to North America, there days to come. Native to North America, there 
are over 400 known species of violets, one are over 400 known species of violets, one 
of the most popular being the common blue of the most popular being the common blue 
violet. In Ancient Greece, violets were beloved violet. In Ancient Greece, violets were beloved 
and even considered a symbol of the city of and even considered a symbol of the city of 
�ūĒöĳŤǂ��ĒöŤö�ƟļƆöŞŤ�êÎĳ�ÎðÎśū�ūļ�Î�ƅÎŞĕöūƌ��ūĒöĳŤǂ��ĒöŤö�ƟļƆöŞŤ�êÎĳ�ÎðÎśū�ūļ�Î�ƅÎŞĕöūƌ�
of environments and never fail to surprise with of environments and never fail to surprise with 

their sporadic, vibrant blooms.their sporadic, vibrant blooms.

Style: 9407BZStyle: 9407BZ
NecklaceNecklace
16” adjustable chain16” adjustable chain
WP: $69WP: $69

Style: 3657BZStyle: 3657BZ
Drop Post EarringsDrop Post Earrings
WP: $32WP: $32

Style: 6221BZStyle: 6221BZ
Statement BroochStatement Brooch
WP: $41WP: $41
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Style: 3656BZStyle: 3656BZ
Post EarringsPost Earrings
WP: $33WP: $33

Style: 9410BZStyle: 9410BZ
Single Flower PendantSingle Flower Pendant
16” adjustable pendant16” adjustable pendant
WP: $28WP: $28

Wild VioletWild Violet
 ÎŤū�éŞļĳƕö�ƆĕūĒ�Î�ĒÎĳð�śÎūĕĳÎ�ƞĳĕŤĒǂ ÎŤū�éŞļĳƕö�ƆĕūĒ�Î�ĒÎĳð�śÎūĕĳÎ�ƞĳĕŤĒǂ

�êêöĳūöð�ƆĕūĒ�êÎŤū�ČīÎŤŤ�Îĳð�Î�ƧƩĨ�Čļīð�ƞĳĕŤĒǂ�êêöĳūöð�ƆĕūĒ�êÎŤū�ČīÎŤŤ�Îĳð�Î�ƧƩĨ�Čļīð�ƞĳĕŤĒǂ

Style: 6220BZStyle: 6220BZ
BroochBrooch
WP: $32WP: $32

Style: 9408BZStyle: 9408BZ
“Y” Pendant“Y” Pendant
16” adjustable pendant16” adjustable pendant
WP: $49WP: $49

Style: 6222BZStyle: 6222BZ
Blue Violet BroochBlue Violet Brooch
WP: $41WP: $41

�ĒöŤö� éöÎŰūĕċŰīƽ� ðöīĕêÎūö� ƟļƆöŞŤ� ÎśśöÎŞ� ūļ��ĒöŤö� éöÎŰūĕċŰīƽ� ðöīĕêÎūö� ƟļƆöŞŤ� ÎśśöÎŞ� ūļ�
pop up in the most unexpected places during pop up in the most unexpected places during 
early spring, gifting us with the hope of warmer early spring, gifting us with the hope of warmer 
days to come. Native to North America, there days to come. Native to North America, there 
are over 400 known species of violets, one are over 400 known species of violets, one 
of the most popular being the common blue of the most popular being the common blue 
violet. In Ancient Greece, violets were beloved violet. In Ancient Greece, violets were beloved 
and even considered a symbol of the city of and even considered a symbol of the city of 
�ūĒöĳŤǂ��ĒöŤö�ƟļƆöŞŤ�êÎĳ�ÎðÎśū�ūļ�Î�ƅÎŞĕöūƌ��ūĒöĳŤǂ��ĒöŤö�ƟļƆöŞŤ�êÎĳ�ÎðÎśū�ūļ�Î�ƅÎŞĕöūƌ�
of environments and never fail to surprise with of environments and never fail to surprise with 

their sporadic, vibrant blooms.their sporadic, vibrant blooms.
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